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Up Front

Up Front is available in three
colour combinations!
Up Front is available in three 
colour combinations!
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Up Front trousers

The fabric has a rugged inside for a better feel and comfort. We 
have a new fit, two large leg pockets, the right with a mobile 
phone pocket, two back pockets with flap and roomy 
reinforced side pockets. Concealed buttons and zippers. 65% 
polyester/35% cotton, 245 g/m².

Size:  44 - 60,  96 - 120,  146 - 156

OrderNo: 671002438  Dark grey/grey
 671002469  Navy blue/blue
 671002499  Black/dark grey

Up Front trousers with jeans fit

Do you like wearing jeans? In that case this will be your 
favourite workwear garment! Low jeans fit and a strong fabric 
with stretch. 6-pocket pants. That' s it. Material: 65% 
polyester, 35% cotton. Stretch. 260 g/m².

Size:  44 - 60,  96 - 120,  146 - 154

OrderNo: 668002338  Dark grey/grey
 668002369  Navy blue/blue
 668002399  Black/dark grey

Up Front

Fabric description
The Up Front collection is made of a 
strong twill with brushed inside, 
which increases comfort and gives a 
gentle cotton feel. 65% polyester/
35% cotton, weight 245 g/m². The 
jeans model and the shorts have a 
weight of 260 g/m² and built-in 
stretch in the fabric.   

If you like jeans, check our 
Up Front with jeans fit!
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Up Front

Up Front ladies'  trousers

At last, well-fitted ladies'  trousers! Two leg pockets, one 
with a mobile phone pocket, two back pockets with flap 
and two reinforced side pockets. They have a double 
hem so you can extend the length 3 cm by opening a 
seam, the longer leg is pre-hemmed and ready to wear. 
65% polyester/35% cotton, 245 g/m².

Size:  34 - 48

OrderNo: 642002438  Dark grey/grey
 642002469  Navy blue/blue
 642002499  Black/dark grey

Up Front-jacket

Tri-coloured jacket with many details. Zipped front all the way up to the collar. 
Comfortable side pockets. Right breast pocket has zipper. A large inner pocket 
with mobile phone pocket inside. Waist is adjustable with straps. Concealed 
buttons and zippers. 65% polyester/35% cotton, 245 g/m².

Size:  XS - 2XL

OrderNo: 791002438  Dark grey/grey/black
 791002469  Navy blue/blue/grey
 791002499  Black/dark grey/red

Up Front shorts

Low fit, a total of six pockets plus mobile phone pocket. Long 
legs, but with stretch to keep your mobility. Material: 65% 
polyester, 35% cotton. Stretch. 260 g/m².

Size:  46 - 58

OrderNo: 035002338  Dark grey/grey
 035002369  Navy blue/blue
 035002399  Black/dark grey

Up Front also fits the ladies!
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Up Front

Up Front Sweat jacket

This is a jacket with total mobility! The stiched fabric has great 
elasticity during work. A total of five pockets including phone 
pocket. Also perfect with our other collections. 80% cotton/
20% polyester, 340g/m².

Size:  XS - 3XL

OrderNo: 923079869  Navy blue
 923079899  Black

Up Front cross-over sweat jacket that 
also matches other collections!
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On Duty

On Duty, a collection in new 
functional fabrics!
On Duty, a collection in new 
functional fabrics!
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On Duty

On Duty, keeps you dry and cool!
We are happy to announce the new On Duty collection! A collection made of technical 
fabrics, which keep you dry and cool under most conditions by transporting moisture 
away from the body to the outside of the fabric where it vaporizes. Low weight, moisture 
absorbing ventilation and quick dry abilities are included in On Duty. For your comfort! 
Warm and dry when it is cold and dry, and cool when the temperature rises...

Shorts On Duty

Shorts are becoming more and more popular at work - 
and why not? They are practical and look good. 100% 
polyamid, 250g/m², Quick Dry.

Size:  44 - 60

OrderNo: 029079154  Khaki green
 029079169  Navy blue
 029079199  Black

High Water pants On Duty

Same design and fabric as the trousers, but shorter. For 
hot spring and summer days, the High Water pants are 
excellent. You cannot get any cooler than this! 100% 
polyamid, 250g/m², Quick Dry.

Size:  44 - 62

OrderNo: 664079154  Khaki green
 664079169  Navy blue
 664079199  Black

Trousers On Duty

The fit reminds you of your favourite jeans, a bit looser 
on top to increase mobility. The trousers have pre-bent 
legs and many effective pockets. 100% polyamide, 
which combines a soft cotton feel and an advanced 
fibre technology. Low weight, soft and very strong, 
effective against wind and water, breathable and dries 
quckly. 100% polyamid, 250g/m², Quick Dry.

Size:  44 - 62,  96 - 120,  146 - 156

OrderNo: 674079154  Khaki green
 674079169  Navy blue
 674079199  Black
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Good-looking and practical!

On Duty

Reflex details! 

Soft Shell On Duty

Soft Shell is becoming more and more established, no 
wonder when it is water repellant, waterproof and 
with stretch for mobility. Stretch in four directions! 
Column of water 10 000 mm and breathability 5 000 
mm g/m²/h. A good friend when you work outdoors!  
89% polyester/14% spandex.

Size:  XS - 3XL

OrderNo: 927075938  Grey
 927075999  Black

Hood On Duty

A tough jacket in a mix of 80% cotton and 20% 
polyester. Polyester to increase strength and 
colourfastness. Weight sturdy 340 g/m² and has a 
rugged inside. Hood, pockets and a full zipper is 
included in the jacket.

Size:  XS - 3XL

OrderNo: 926079854  Khaki green
 926079869  Navy blue
 926079899  Black

Shirt On Duty

A functional classic, double breast pockets and cut for 
mobility. Made of polyamide with cotton feel. 
Transports moisture away, quick drying and durable. 
100% polyamid, 250g/m². Quick Dry.

Size:  S - 2XL

OrderNo: 965079054  Khaki green
 965079099  Black
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On Duty

Quick drying with new technology!

Polo shirt On Duty

The design is inspired by classic tennis players. A zip in 
front, breast pocket for glasses or other necessities. 
Same fabric as in our T-shirt, a stretchy, 
superfunctional polyester, moisture absorbing and 
quick drying! 100% polyester, 170g/m². Quick Dry.

Size:  XS - 4XL

OrderNo: 057079301  White
 057079354  Khaki green
 057079369  Navy blue
 057079399  Black

T-shirt On Duty

Classic T-shirt with a useful breast pocket. Stretchy, 
superfunctional polyester, moisture absorbing and 
quick drying. Nice fit. 100% polyester, 170g/m². 
Quick Dry.

Size:  XS - 4XL

OrderNo: 056079301  White
 056079354  Khaki green
 056079369  Navy blue
 056079399  Black
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Radikal
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Fabric description
A mix of 55% cotton and 45% polyester, 
woven to a jeans like apperance. 
Weight  350 g/m².  The garment has only 
minor shrinkage and good colourfastness.  

Radikal new trousers with jeans feeling!

Radikal trousers with denim-look

The fit on these trousers are the same as on your favourite 
jeans. We have chosen a fabric of cotton/polyester, which 
ensures colourfastness and minimal shrinkage. You will find 
front pockets, double back pockets with flap and a leg pocket 
with zipper and so called "drop-in"-pocket. Colour: Black 
melange. Weight: 350g.

Size:  44 - 60,  96 - 120,  146 - 154

OrderNo:  669002599    




